We introduce a unified Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion framework based on the composition of deep neural networks. In contrary to the usual approaches building the G2P frameworks from the dictionary, we use whole phrases, which allows us to capture various language properties, e.g. cross-word assimilation, without the need for any special care or topology adjustments. The evaluation is carried out on three different languages -English, Czech and Russian. Each requires dealing with specific properties, stressing the proposed framework in various ways. The very first results show promising performance of the proposed framework, dealing with all the phenomena specific to the tested languages. Thus, we consider the framework to be language-independent for a wide range of languages.
Introduction
Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P), sometimes referred as phonetic transcription, is usually considered as "just working". However, to build an error-prone G2P module is not as easy a task as it may seem.
In general, there are two basic approaches to the G2P, which are combined together in real cases. The first is the use of a large dictionary of word forms matched with their phonetic form. It is suitable for languages with irregular pronunciation, such as English. For words not included in the dictionary (which may either be new or special words, as well as typos in the input text), there is a need to have a set of backup-rules to deal with them. On the other hand, the G2P may rely on a set of rules, which is an approach suitable for languages with regular pronunciation, such as Czech or Russian. Still, there has to be a dictionary of words not following the conversion rules, which is, in Czech, the case of words of foreign origin. Although the dictionary can be used for regular-pronunciation languages as well, it is not an optimal choice for inflected languages, where each word may have lots of forms, making the dictionary quite big. Moreover, there is the problem of cross-word assimilation, which is hard to handle effectively by a dictionary itself. On the contrary, the use of rules for irregular languages should rather be considered as a back-up solution, since a smaller set of rules is likely to miss the pronunciation and large set of rules is slow to duplicate the dictionary.
The present paper aims at building a unified G2P module able to cover both cases, without prior explicit considerations of language properties for which the module is being built for. We demonstrate the abilities of the G2P on three different languages. First it is English, where, due to irregular pronunciation, usually only a dictionary is used to build a G2P system. However, the use of dictionary alone is not enough to build a robust G2P for English -there are several homographs (read, record, . . . ), requiring meta-information (e.g. POS) to be taken into consideration when deriving their pronunciation. The second language is Czech, an inflected language with rather regular pronunciation, but having strong inter-and crossword assimilation, regressive in most cases, which has to be taken into account [3, 4, 5, 6] .
Most[most] k[k] věži[vjeZi].
Bridge to a tower.
[most] → [mozd]
Bridge to a mine.
[ A whistle of polititians.
The last language is Russian which has similar properties to Czech, but has also non-fixed stress positioning [7] which can alter the meaning of homographs, making the sentence either nonsensical or changing its meaning. other approaches to automatic G2P conversion. The popular alternative approaches include joint-sequence alignments using ngrams [8] , or weighted finite state transducers are used to build a conversion paths [9] . There are also studies using different classifiers, conditional random fields [10] and HMM [11] . And in recent years, different types of neural networks have been applied to the G2P problem, e.g. [12, 13] .
As explained in [13] , the great advantage of using neural networks, for example LSTM [14] , for G2P conversion lies in the avoidance of the need for explicit G2P alignment which is not usually straightforward -although there is a one-toone mapping of some graphemes to phonemes in different languages, many graphemes are not pronounced or, on the other hand, a grapheme may be rendered into a sequence of two or more phonemes. The neural network-based model is, nevertheless, able to make contextually-dependent decisions.
The majority of all G2P studies use the pronunciation dictionary as an input and their authors train the proposed models to be able to predict the phonetic transcription word by word. However, this approach cannot handle cross-word assimilation influence, unless various tricks are employed. Contrary to that, we have, therefore, decided to use phrases, split further into short sequences of words, for training our model. This allows us to simply and universally (i.e. in a language-independent way) handle both inter-and cross-word influences, either regressive or progressive, within a sequence of phones.
That assumption drives us closer to the machine translation approaches where the need for using the word sequences in the training data is unquestionable -the correct translation from one language to another in a word-by-word manner is unfeasible. The neural machine translation approaches commonly use the encoder-decoder architecture of the NN model, e.g. [15, 16, 17] , where the encoder extracts the representation from an input sentence and the decoder generates a correct translation from this representation.
In this paper, we thus present our first G2P conversion experiments using a deep neural network (DNN) with the encoder-decoder architecture, trained on whole multi-word chunks of texts. The output of the trained model and the output of our current rule and dictionary-based G2P module are compared to the evaluation part of our data, consisting of phrases aligned with their phonetic forms, provided to us and checked by phonetic experts. We point out the strong and weak points of the approach, illustrating them by examples in Section 4.
Baseline G2P converter
Our current G2P converter was originally designed nearly 20 years ago within a development of our new text-to-speech (TTS) system ARTIC [18] to primarily handle the Czech language, but other languages like Slovak [19, 20] , Russian, English and Armenian were added as well during this period [21] . It is based on the combination of rules and simple key-value dictionary, where the dictionary is searched first (to handle pronunciation irregularities not covered or coverable by rules), and when no appropriate key is found, the rules are applied.
The languages we experiment with in this paper are thus handled as follows:
Czech
The dictionary currently contains more than 170,000 items, which are irregular words in (ideally) all their inflected variants. Then there is a set of approximately 100 main rules providing the expected pronunciation plus about 64 additional rules used to handle alternative, yet still correct, pronunciations. All of these were designed manually by phonetic experts, and since Czech is our native language, the G2P module is very well tuned to handle this language.
English
Due to irregular pronunciation of English, the G2P relies primarily on a dictionary containing nearly 300,000 words.
To handle out-of-dictionary words, there are more than 1,000 rules which were automatically derived from the dictionary using the method of phonological rules induction based on the construction of phonological decision tree (enhanced version of algorithm described in [22] ). Naturally, the rules must be treated here as a fallback solution only -to reach the ability of transcribing the whole dictionary by induction rules, the number of rules would be similar to the dictionary size. And thus, especially for English irregular pronunciation, the rules may fail for words not seen during their induction.
Russian
The handling of the Russian language is the most complex. The dictionary contains nearly 310, 000 items which are inflected variants of words. Contrary to Czech, the dictionary is the primary source of pronunciation even for regular Russian words, since it contains correct transcripts taking into account the stress placement. Let us note that the dictionary is not very large, considering that the language is inflected.
In case a word is not in the dictionary, there are slightly over 1,000 rules to estimate the stress position which may influence the final pronunciation of a word. These rules were also derived automatically from the dictionary in the same way as the rules for English, thus showing the same flaws in correct stress estimation. Then, there are 60 main rules plus 4 additional rules to carry out the actual conversion to obtain the sequence of phones to pronounce. These were designed and tuned manually by phonetic experts.
Proposed DNN-based G2P converter
For the experiment, we designed a DNN-based model shown in Figure 1 . As the input of the network, all the words wi in the input phrase (as well as the corresponding transcriptions at its output) are transformed to the sequences of symbols having the same length by using a padding symbol -. The first layer of our model is the embedding layer which transforms each symbol/grapheme to a vector representation. The embeddings are then put to the bidirectional LSTM layer. This layer should, according to our assumption, learn within-word phonetic relations. After that, the next LSTM encoder layer creates the word embeddings. At this point, the sequence dimension is changed from character into words since the LSTM encoder generates a fixed length representation for each word. We can now pass these embeddings to the input another layer -either it is biLSTM or convolutional network, based on the experiment we carry out. This biLSTM/conv layer is supposed to learn cross-word-boundary relations. Finally, we decode the fixed length intermediate representations into phonemes by using the LSTM decoder followed by a linear projection with softmax activation. The decoder generates the sequences of phoneme posteriors pi from the word representations. It employs the feedback loop, in which the previously generated phoneme is fed back to the next input (see Figure 2 ).
As mentioned above, we have tested two basic structures of our proposed model (see Figure 1 ) -marked as biLSTM and conv in Section 4. The DNN model with a bidirectional LSTM layer [23] between the encoder and the decoder consists of two neuron sequences, one for a positive time direction and the second for a negative time direction. Due to that, the model is able to learn from past and future states simultaneously. For the biLSTM version of our proposed model, we tested 3 different lengths of word sequences presented to the model during the training phase (3, 5 and 10) . The second, conv DNN model has a convolutional layer [24] between the encoder and decoder. This layer works on a receptive field of 3 neighbouring word vectors (only the preceding and the succeeding word can influence the output), so the model focuses on the direct neighbourhood of the particular word.
Results
As mentioned in Section 1, the DNN is trained on proprietary data provided to us by experts in the particular languages. Each of the datasets, English, Russian and Czech, contains several hundred thousands of phrases, each assigned with the corresponding phonetic forms. According to the data owners, the transcriptions were carried out automatically, based on the large dictionary and proprietary expert system responsible for choosing the correct pronunciation form (in case of homographs) as well as for handling cross-word phonetic assimilations. The random selection transcriptions were also regularly checked by phonetic experts through the course of data preparation to tune their expert system. For each of the languages, naturally trained independently, we have randomly selected 90% of phrases for training and 10% for testing as reference data. The texts from the test set were transcribed by the baseline, biLSTM and conv trained DNNs, and all the outputs were compared to the reference phonetic forms. As an evaluation measure, we have chosen word accuracy since it clearly reflects the correctness of a text transcription, accompanied by phoneme accuracy being used in other studies as well.
The overall results are shown in Table 1 . In general, the proposed approach is able to outperform the baseline approach for all the languages in both accuracy measures, except for the Czech where the best model's word accuracy is nearly equal. Let us emphasize that it is without any language-dependent tuning, adjustments or "hacks", in contrary to the baseline system! Comparing the results of the two types of our model -biLSTM and conv -the first one seems to work better on the inflected languages (Czech and Russian) while the conv model yields slightly better results on English. For Czech input, we have word accuracy close to 99%, which could be explained by fairly regular phonetic transcription. The best model for English texts achieves 94% word accuracy. For Russian, the results are much lower on the word level; however, the Russian baseline G2P converter also makes many errors (mostly due to wrong stress positions placement for non-dictionary words).
When using only short word sequences of the length 3, the model is not able to achieve the highest accuracy score. On the other hand, when using 5and 10-grams we obtained very similar results -there is, therefore, no need to work with very long sequences, which seems natural since the cross-word influence hardly crosses more than 5 words. On the other hand, the wider context may help to determine the right pronunciations in cases of homographs (as an alternative to POS tagging).
The detailed analysis showed that the DNN model makes many more mistakes in longer words, with 10 or more graphemes -an average word length in text corpora of all 3 tested languages is about 5 graphemes. Probably, the DNN model is not always able to remember the whole input word correctly if too long -this needs more investigation in our future research. In any case, despite increasing the encoder's/decoder's capacity, the models did not yield better results and the accuracy on longer words was still significantly lower compared to shorter words.
On the other hand, as will be shown, the proposed model is able to learn common regular transcription rules of the particular language, and the stress positioning in Russian.
The other woman. [Di: VD@ wUm@n]
The right time.
[D@ raIt taIm] Doma i okna.
[dom"a i okn"a]
Houses and windows.
U nas doma.
[u nas d"oma]
In our house.
As expected, the model can also carry out cross-word assimilation, and it is able to transcribe correctly some words of foreign origin, as can be seen in this example on Czech language:
Bez žen.
[ Unfortunately, the DNN-based G2P still makes some errors, even in shorter non-foreign words which would not appear if we used the pronunciation dictionary or a set of rules (as in baseline approach).
Cheek by jowl.
[tSi:k baI dZ@Ul] correct: [tSi:k baI dZaUl] Production techniques.
[pr@dVkS@n tEknIks] correct: [pr@dVkS@n tEkni:ks] Lbimy cvet. [tekzd bil zaji:mavi:]
The text was interesting.
correct: [tegzd bil zaji:mavi:]
In any case, despite the errors mentioned above, this first version of DNN-based G2P converter is able to compete the traditional dictionary/rules-based baseline approaches in all tested languages. These very first results are very promising and confirm our decision to use the whole phrases as an input of G2P model.
Conclusions
In the present paper, we focused on the building of a unified DNN-based G2P converter which would be able to perform well both on languages with irregular pronunciation (where large pronunciation dictionaries are usually used) and regularpronunciation languages, easily describable by a set of transcription rules. The results presented in Table 1 , together with the examples of correctly transcribed phrases in Section 4, prove the ability of the model to substitute the traditional baseline approaches, as verified on three different languages -English, Russian and Czech.
Of course, there is a need to have a text corpus associated with the correct pronunciation, which may be seen as an inconvenient disadvantage. However, having a text, we can always step back to use a dictionary-only approach and, if necessary, to define simple ad-hoc rules to handle cross-word influences.
In the continuation of this experiment, we plan to add a few more features, such as POS tagging, to the input, since these features are already estimated by our text normalization front end, as they are required by other TTS modules. We expect more robust transcription of homographs, for example. In addition to that, we will continue experimenting with more parameter/structure settings of our DNN-based G2G converter, working on the phrase level.
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